
EECS 16A
fun stuff: computational imaging



EECS16A: course evaluations 

• course-evaluations.berkeley.edu



Overdetermined system: use least squares

• the least-squares solution “minimally perturbs” b
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Underdetermined system: ????
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Underdetermined system: ????

• Can be infinite valid solutions!
• Ideas: pick the ‘smallest’ one? The ‘sparsest’?

• e.g. min norm:
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‘Sparsity’ tells us how ‘dense’ the solution is

The fraction of non-zero 
elements in a matrix is called 
the sparsity (e.g. here k=5 for x vector)
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Sometimes not-sparse things are sparse in a 
different basis

Take |derivatives|

How can we use sparsity for good?



Example: image compression

No compression 23:1 compression 144:1 compression

Reduce memory by smartly choosing which information to throw away
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Sparse x means only a few columns of A ‘matter’



=

Sparse x means only a few columns of A ‘matter’



If we knew which elements were non-zero, we 
could solve a small least squares problem:
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find 
such that

x
 y = Ax 2

Computational Imaging

Hardware Design Computation Design



The hard part is integration

A new way to approach imaging system design
- leverage commodity hardware
- pave the way for design of new devices

Hardware Toolbox Computational Toolbox



Compressible images can be represented with less data

Post-processing

Can we compress data at the capture stage?

compress



Yes! With compressed sensing! Example: single-pixel camera

If you design the patterns on your imaging lab well, and 
images are compressible, you could solve with very little data!

Original image
Reconstructed 
(2% of data)

Barniauk et al., Rice University.



Computational Photography

Ren Ng

Algorithms & Optimization

Ben Recht

Berkeley Center for Computational Imaging

High Performance Visual Computing

Jonathan Ragan-Kelley

Computational Microscopy

Laura Waller
Computational MRI

Michael Lustig



Compressed sensing is all about using prior knowledge

M. Lustig, UC Berkeley



b xA

Traditional sensing: direct measurements

=



b A x

Multiplexed measurements

=

What makes a good sensing matrix?

A is orthogonal

AT                      A         =         I



b A x

Compressed sensing solves underdetermined problems using sparsity

=

AT                      A         ≈         I
What makes a good sensing matrix?

A is (almost) orthogonal



Compressed Sensing MRI
Medical images are compressible

Standard approach: First collect, then compress

Michael Lustig’s Lab



Compressed Sensing MRI
Medical images are compressible

New approach: Acquire “compressed” data directly!

*Courtesy, M. Uecker, J. Frahm, Max Planck

*

Michael Lustig’s Lab



12 month male (114 bpm)
Scan time: 11:05 min; Total acceleration: 15.0
Resolution: 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.4 mm3

VENC: (150, 150, 150) cm/s
Contrast: ferumoxytol

Generated using Arterys (San Francisco, CA)

Cardiac-Resolved Volumetric Phase-Contrast Imaging
(4D Flow)

powered by

Prof. Shreyas VasanawalaJ.Y. Cheng et al., JMRI 2016. doi: 10.1002/jmri.25106






Computational Photography

Ren Ng

Algorithms & Optimization

Ben Recht

Berkeley Center for Computational Imaging

Computational MRI

Michael Lustig

High Performance Visual Computing

Jonathan Ragan-Kelley

Computational Microscopy

Laura Waller



Computational imaging pipeline

Hardware design Take picture Crunch Data Final result



Lenses map points to points

lens

sensor

System response to point source



Grace Kuo
Nick Antipa

DiffuserCam: stick a scatterer on a sensor

diffuser

sensor

https://laurawaller.com/opensource
Camille Biscarrat

Shreyas Parthasarathy

System response to point source

https:///


diffuser

sensor

DiffuserCam: stick a scatterer on a sensor

Grace Kuo
Nick Antipa



b xA

Traditional cameras take direct measurements

=

measurement
object



b A x

Computational cameras can multiplex

=

measurement
object

Need to know the 
system model!

- measure it?
- model it?
- machine learn it?



System response shifts with position



b A

DiffuserCam system model is a shift-invariant

x=

System response is same but shifted
for different image pixels



We could find location of a point by correlating image captured with 
shifts in system response!



We could find location of a point by correlating image captured with 
shifts in system response!



Reconstructing image amounts to finding strength of each ‘point source’:

Looks a lot like our GPS problem! (especially if image is sparse)



raw sensor data recovered scene

*solver is ADMM with TV reg in Halide 

Grace Kuo
Nick Antipa



raw sensor data recovered scene

*solver is ADMM with TV reg in Halide 

Grace Kuo
Nick Antipa



Image reconstruction is nonlinear optimization

*solved with ADMM in Halide
S. Boyd, et al. Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning (2011)
J. Ragan-Kelley, et al. AMC SIGPLAN (2013)

b



2D



Point spread function scales with depth
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Single-shot 3D is underdetermined

100 x 1 M
illion

100 Million

A

Problems:
- Calibration (100M images?!?)

- Computation
- Underdetermined



Compressed sensing to the rescue!
 solves under-determined problems via a sparsity prior

E. J. Candes, et al. IEEE Signal Processing (2008)
L. I. Rudin, et al. Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena (1992)

20% remaining10% remaining2% remaining

raw image

reconstruction



more voxels for 

N. Antipa, G. Kuo, R. Heckel, E. Bostan, B. Mildenhall, R. Ng, L. Waller, Optica 5(1) (2017). 



Kyrollos Yanny
Nick Antipa

3D video reconstruction

50 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

1

0

Raw fluorescence data at 30 fps



Towards lensless 3D microscopy

Lensless imager:
- small
- inexpensive
- enables tiling

with Adesnik Lab



3D neural activity tracking

with Adesnik Lab

Reconstructed neural activity

N. Pegard et al, Optica 2016

Nico Pegard



Neural activity tracking with flat DiffuserScope

diffuser color filters

sensor

sample

Grace Kuo

G. Kuo, F. Liu, I. Grossrubatscher, R. Ng, L. Waller, Optics Express (2020).






Outlook: Computers and optics should talk more

Pushing the limits of imaging can be done with 
existing physics and commodity hardware.

Hardware Toolbox Computational Toolbox



Enough about me…



• Congrats! This year has not been easy!

• What you have accomplished this semester:
• Built a camera
• Built two types of touchscreens
• Built your own GPS system

• If you liked the class, please:
• Thank your TAs!
• apply to become one! (see piazza post, due May 2)

• This is just the beginning…



How to approach something unfamiliar 
and systematically build understanding

Linear Algebra: conceptual tools to model
Circuits: How to go from model to design, grounded in physical world

Intro to foundational concepts in Machine Learning







The End



Oh, except for the 
final exam…
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